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Abstact: The paper presents the results of a study of international experience of customer attractionas
accumulated in the hospitality industry. The criteria and factors of customer attraction have are established;
they are aimed at assuring special conditions to attract new customers and retain regular ones, and applying
the most customer-oriented approach at creating the comfortable and high-quality facilities and experiences.
An important role belongs to the incentive policy of a hotel, which tries to attract new and repeat business.
Another important factor is the creation of a unique service or offer: acustomer-loyalty program – a customer-
driven encouragement and motivation program assuring a long-term mutually beneficial customer-company
cooperation. The necessary positive changes in "the client – hotel" communication relations are attained
through building an emotional relationship between the customersand the brand or business, with every
customer group being approached through a finely customized and carefully planned set of incentives.A
general strategic goal of loyalty programs has been revealed: a business’s profitability depends on the key
customer segments and long-term interaction with them. The methods of research and the procedure. The
system analysis, factor analysis, operations research, economic and statistical analysis were employed as
research methods. These methods were used for the analysis of specialized literature and relevant date, as well
as in encouragement and stimulation programs practiced by hotels. The major resources for the present paper
are the literature, the results of practical scientific and practical research done by prominent Russian and foreign
authors, articles and reviews in specialized publications and periodicals and the Internet - resources devoted
to topical websites, reference books and other relevant sources.
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INTRODUCTION The study revealed the most famous and effective

Research Tools: Systematization and formal
presentation of programs of promoting customer The Customer Loyalty Program of a hotel chain (for
satisfaction and building customership; process models example, Marriott , which involves various hotel
and their descriptors, specifications and evaluation brands and levels, congress, educational and cultural
criteria of promotion programs. centers, etc., as well - and the airline companies

RESULTS other companies involved in the industry of

Programs of customer attraction are widely provided. A regular customer is provided with a wide
implemented in foreign hotels. To determine the major range of services: from a weekend at any hotel
distinguishing attraction factorsin foreign hotels it is participating in the program, to car rent, airline
necessary to identify the most effective reward for loyal services, a sea/river cruise on ship or a variety of
clients. other services. A more advanced stage of the

foreign programs:

offering rental cars). Cooperation between hotels and

hospitality allows of a diversification of the services
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program sees the hotels carry out a number of The Hilton HHonors program members can exchange
incentive programs simultaneously. This allows them their points for miles, payfor various goods,
to navigate the huge stream of customers, their needs recreation offer packages, souvenirs and more. Other
and opportunities. Such cooperation enables a hotel additional services are also guaranteed to the
to increase the number of services provided, thus members of the program. For example, an express
giving the clients a wide range of choice.The program check-in if the database contains information on your
also includes the so-called elite membership, which credit card and the rooms preferred. It is enough to
has three levels: "Silver", "Gold" and "Platinum", provide the HHonors account number when booking
each of which adds additional privileges. for the guest to be registered even before his/her
According  to  loyaltymarketing. ru, the hotel chain arrival at the hotel. Or for example, free
(for example,Rydges Hotels and Resorts) implements accommodation for the spouse. The spouses (or the
the program of PriorityGUEST Rewards , providing spouse) can stay free of charge, that isfor the points
discounts on reservations and allows its members to accumulated, in the room of HHonors program
access the privilege package, which includes a 10% member (except for Hampton-Inn hotels). If a program
discount on the cost of booking, a 20% discount for member has special requirements during his/her stay
restaurant services and a 50% discount onInternet at the hotel, the HHonors Guest Manager will do
access. It also provides a special welcome drink in the everything possible to meet the customer’s special
hotel room.In addition,the members can accumulate needs. A constant communication service is provided
points to get an opportunity of staying in one of the to those who joined the program. They can receive
hotels of this chain for free or check out later than the account statements, reports on accumulated points,
rest of the guests.Due to the loyalty program the news and customized special offers.
hotel provides high standards of service quality: a The A | Club loyalty program launched by the Accor
high level of service, comfort, convenience, quality Hospitality chain also deserved attention.The
service and hospitality.The members of the program members of this program can receive discounts and
receive additional privileges (criteria-driving factors) bonuses in the hotels of the group worldwide.A |
such as a late check-out, discounts on booking, Club members earn points for every euro or dollar
additional services, etc. spent at the hotels of the group. They can pay for the
The Priority Club loyalty program ongoing in the services in Accor hotels or shopping stores of
InterContinental international hotel chain is the program members with the points they have earned.
largest and the fastest growing one. This hotel chain Club card holders earn points according to the
practices the point-accumulation incentive, with the following system: every dollar spent during the stay
point used to cover the cost of various services is estimated in club points. Accor hotels accept
provided by the hotels participating in Priority Club accumulated points as payment for accommodation.
program.The ability to change the points for miles In addition, each member receives additional bonuses
with airlines or car rental in companies which are the which vary depending on the brand of the hotel.
partners of the hotel chain is also important. The
number of points that a member receives when CONCLUSION
staying at program participating hotels depends on
the brand. For example, during his/her stay at Holiday The scientific novelty of this study is the
Inn a client receives 10 points for every dollar spent formalization of information on modern standards of
at the hotel.  The  member   level  of  the  client service quality and competitiveness of hotel services and
("Club", "Gold" or "Platinum") also has its the factors influencing them. In order to thrive in the
advantages. The Club level suggests the possibility competitive market economy, modern Russian hotel
to save points or miles with airline partners, transfer industry needs to find new ways of working with clients
points from one account to another and have and travel agencies as tourist product intermediaries, as
constant access to the account on the program well as study both foreign and domestic best practices
website- www. priorityclub.com. concerning customer incentives and programs of
The attractive loyalty program offered by Hilton customer attraction.
Worldwide, has a large number of participating hotels The study has established that this program should
and a variety of proposals for the use of the points. be directed at:
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Increasing the profitability of key customer segments 3. Vasin, U.V., L.G. Lavrentiev and A.V. Samsonov,
and prolonged interaction with them; 2007. Effective loyalty programs.How to attract and
Assuring the impact of main customer-loyalty- retain customers. Moscow, pp: 152.
building factor, i.e. the positive experience which the 4. Reichheld, F. and R. Markey, 2013. Sincere loyalty.
tourist receives while staying at a hotel; The key to winning customers for life./ //The Ultimate
Creating a regular-customer database and Question 2.0: How Net Promoter Companies Thrive
encouraging repeat business by providing customers in a Customer-Driven World.— Moscow. pp: 352.
with comfort, personalized approach, constant Available at URL: www.prohotel.ru<request data
discounts and bonuses; January 12, 2014>
Creating an association of hotels and companies 5. Mikolyuk, O., The Industry of Future. Available
providing additional services to clients. atURL: http://www. ukrrudprom. ua/ digest/ Otrasl

Thus, acustomer loyalty and attraction html html <request data January 12, 2014>
programimproves the business efficiency of a hotel, 6. Sorokina, A.V., Organization of services in hotels and
creates competitive advantage and thus fulfills one of the tourist complexes. Available atURL: http://www.
objectives of the Concept of tourism development in turbooks. ru/libro/organ_obsluzh_gost/g2.html
Russia until 2018. 7. How to attract more customers: hotel example.
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